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Java Fundamental Classes Reference (Java Series)O'Reilly, 1997

	
		The Java Fundamental Classes Reference provides complete reference documentation on the core Java 1.1 classes. These classes contain architecture-independent methods that serve as Java's gateway to the real world, by providing access to resources such as the network and the host filesystem. The core classes also include...
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Mastering System Center Operations Manager 2007Sybex, 2007
Harness Microsoft's Powerful Server Management Tool
   If you're an IT professional, you're busy enough trying to manage multiple systems and stay proactive with the technology demands of today's fast-moving companies. System Center Operations Manager 2007 is designed to make your life easier—and this comprehensive book...
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Programming 101: The How and Why of Programming Revealed Using the Processing Programming LanguageApress, 2018

	
		Understand the importance of programming, even if you’ve never programmed before! This book will teach you the basics of programming using the Processing programming language. You will create your own Processing sketches, using personal images, themes, or hobbies that you enjoy. 

	
		The chapters in the book will...
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David Busch's Canon Powershot G10/G11: Guide to Digital PhotographyCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	You don’t want good pictures from your new Canon PowerShot G10/G11—you demand outstanding photos. After all, the PowerShot G10 and G11 are the most pocketsized digital cameras that Canon has ever introduced. They boast 10 and 14 megapixels of resolution, blazing fast automatic focus, and a dozen and a half Special Scene modes that...
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OpenCart 1.4 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	OpenCart is a popular open source shopping cart solution and provides elegantly written tools to establish a fully functional online store from scratch in a very short time with intuitive screens. It can be a difficult task for beginners to go beyond the basics and apply all the features, which they will require for their businesses.

...
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Python for Signal Processing: Featuring IPython NotebooksSpringer, 2013

	This book covers the fundamental concepts in signal processing illustrated with Python code and made available via IPython Notebooks, which are live, interactive, browser-based documents that allow one to change parameters, redraw plots, and tinker with the ideas presented in the text. Everything in the text is computable in this format and...
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Energy Evolution (The Eco-Technology Series)Gateway, 2001
Coincidence? Or perhaps not! Standing as we are on the threshold of a new era, the first dawning of a new age, there is an air of expectancy of things imminent and better. In a certain sense this has psychologically programmed us with a willingness to embrace new concepts, to inaugurate and accept far-reaching change. It is also a time to reflect...
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Understanding 8085/8086 Microprocessor and Peripheral ICs: (Through Question & Answer)New Age Publications, 2009

	Since the advent of microprocessors in the 70s, a good many books have been written covering different aspects of microprocessors and microcomputers. A knowledge and exposure to microprocessors is a must for practising engineers and scientists in the fields of Electrical, Electronics, Instrumentation and Software Engineering.


	This...
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Citrix® XenApp® 6.5 Expert CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	Over 125 recipes that enable you to configure, administer, and troubleshoot the XenApp infrastructure for effective application virtualization


	About This Book

	
		Create installation scripts for Citrix XenApp, License Servers, Web Interface, and StoreFront
	
		Use PowerShell scripts to configure...
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Securing Im and P2P Applications for the EnterpriseSyngress Publishing, 2005
Are You Ready for the Network Equivalent of Guerrilla Warfare?
 Instant Messaging (IM) and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) applications are taking over the workplace as P2P transfers now account for 70% of all Internet traffic and more than 50% of corporate workstations are running an IM application. IT professionals face the challenge of...
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Linux Apache Web Server Administration (Linux Library)Sybex, 2000
Authoratative Answers to All Your Apache Questions—Now Updated to Cover      Apache 2.0
      
      Linux Apache Web Server Administration is the most      complete, most advanced guide to the Apache Web server you’ll find      anywhere. Written by a leading Apache expert—and now updated to...
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DHCP for Windows 2000O'Reilly, 2001
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) provides a means of allocating and managing IP addresses dynamically over a network. Before the advent of DHCP, administrators configured each host on a network with an IP address, subnet mask, and default gateway. Maintaining the changes and the logs of the changes took a tremendous amount of time and was...
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